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These are the best products of 2019
By Jane de Graaff | 4 days ago

The apps that save you big money at the supermarkets

The best products of 2019 as voted by consumers... and a lot of them are in your
pantry.
There's nothing like seeing your favourite and everyday items nominated for an
award. It's a great reminder that some of the best products don't have to be highend to be excellent. And that's exactly the message we get from the annual
Product of the Year awards.
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The winners for 2019 were revealed last night, after over 14,000 Australian
consumers cast their votes for their favourite products, judged on relevance,
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likeability and value perception (among other things), with the awards creating a
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trusted guide for time poor shoppers looking for the best products.
The biggest surprise this year wasn't just the huge amount of food products that
you can now easily identify as popular and useful, but the focus on items there
were gluten free, gut friendly or otherwise health related. Reﬂecting consumer
interest in eating food that is both delicious and good for us.
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According to the awards, 10 wins out of a total of 50 went to new products offering
healthy and allergy free alternatives to everyday food and beverage items.
Kitchen

That's quite a chunk of awards. “I’m thrilled at the increase in innovative healthyoption products that are being made available on shelf and being entered into the
Awards," said Product of the Year Director, Sarah Connelly, in a press release. "It’s a
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trend that we’ve not seen much of before in the history of the Awards and it signals
increasing consumer demand for manufacturers to innovate in these areas. These
options are becoming far more mainstream and more affordable than they have
ever been before.”
There was also an in crease in the popularity of vegetarian and plant based
convenience food.
"It’s wonderful to see these dietary requirements being met by brands, showcasing
their leadership in this space."
The awards are now a decade old and span across a wide range of categories
including house and home; skincare, hair and beauty; home cooking and pantry;
snacks and entertaining; kids; indulgence; healthy options and gluten free; and
everyday staples.
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(2019 Product of the Year)

For all the 2019 winners visit the Product of the Year website. Or take a look at
some of our favouirites below:
Coles Finest Sourdough & Pane Di Casa range (category; Bakery / Brioche)
Organic Kombucha, ALDI (category; Beverage - Sparkling)
Crunch Oat Clusters, Community Co. Metcash/IGA (category; Cereal)
Choceur Caramel Filled chocolate, Choceur ALDI Stores (category;
Chocolate)
Has No Gluten Free Bars, Has No ALDI Stores (category; Gluten Free)
Heinz Pasta Sauce, Heinz Kraft Heinz (category; Pasta Sauce / Cooking
Sauce)
That's just a small snapshot.
This is how the awards are judged:
The Nielsen research that determines the winners involves evaluating consumer
response using the six key principles derived from their learnings about successful
innovation:
1. Relevance – Is the product fulﬁlling a need or addressing a problem?
2. Uniqueness – Does is stand out and bring something new to the category?
3. Excitement – Does it excite them? Would they spread the word?
4. Likeability – Does it deliver what you want?
5. Value Perception – Do you think it provides value for money?
6. Purchase Intent – How likely are you to buy this product (again)
In Australia, the Product of the Year seal is backed by the votes of 14,000+
consumers and aims to provide a time and money saving shortcut for shoppers,
guiding them towards the very best products.
So add these beauties to you go-to list.
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